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Borderlands 2 best scorpio

English quota For other uses, see Scorpio Turret and Scorpion. Say no in pain: He is no more. but live in gratitude that it was. Incendiary, shock, corrosive, or no special part: GD_Weap_AssaultRifle.A_Weapons_Unique.AR_Dahl_3_Scorpio GD_Weap_AssaultRifle.Barrel.AR_Barrel_Jakobs_Scorpio
GD_Weap_AssaultRifle.ManufacturerMaterials.Mat_Dahl_3_Scorpio Scorpio is a single rifle after storming the market in Borderlands 2 manufactured by Dahl. It is obtained from the Bearer of Bad News mission located in the Sanctuary. Special Effects Weapons Say No in Pain: He is no more. but they live in gratitude that it was. – Increase and variable count
of explosion fire. Hip fire has a chance to fire an extra shot. Increased fire rate and magazine size. Use and description As with all Dahl's weapons in the game, the Scorpion has a burst fire mode when enlarged, but features a variable burst (5-7 when extended) instead of the common burst of 2 - 3 laps. It is very precise when you shoot enlarged and has
very little recoil. Notes Trivia Deutsch Русский Українська Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. in: Pages with broken file links, Item variants Share Lvl Prefix Dmg Acc RoF Reload Mag Element/ Chance Notes Image 25 Deep 238 90.6 7.3 4.0 32 169.8 6.0% Burst fire while zoomed (variable-round burst) [Weapon 1]
25 Sapping 230 91.6 7.1 3.6 27 169.8 6.0% Burst fire while zoomed (variable-round burst) [Weapon 2] 25 Reserve 286 90.6 6.4 4.0 32 Burst fire while zoomed (variable-round burst) [Weapon 3] 25 Breach 306 91.6 5.9 3.8 27 Burst fire while zoomed (variable-round burst) +50% Melee Damage [Weapon 4] 25 Onslaught 276 91.6 6.4 2.8 47 Burst fire while
zoomed (variable-round burst) [Weapon 5] 25 Smooth 276 91.6 6.4 2.8 34 Burst fire while zoomed (variable-round burst) 3.4x Weapon Zoom [Weapon 6] 47 Incendiary 3374 91.6 6.4 2.8 34 2499.1 6.0% Burst fire while zoomed (variable-round burst) [Weapon 7] 47 Reserve 4199 90.6 6.4 4.0 32 Burst fire while zoomed (variable-round burst) [Weapon 8] 47
Blitz 4049 91.6 7.1 3.6 27 Burst fire while widening (variable burst) [Weapon 9] 50 Incendiary 5409 91.6 5.9 3.8 27 3605.9 6.0% Explosion fire while expanding (variable burst) [Weapon 10] 50 Reserva 6058 90.6 6.4 4.0 32 while expanding (variable burst) [Weapon 11] 50 Corrosive 5139 91.0 6.4 4.0 27 3605.9 6.0% Explosion fire while expanding (variable
burst) [Weapon 12] 50 Attack 7248 91.6 5.3 3.8 27 burst while zooming 50 Scout 5049 92.1 6.4 4.0 32 32 32 3605.9 6.0% Explosion fire while expanding (variable burst) [Weapon 14] 58 Deep 12942 91.6 7.3 2.8 34 9586.0 6.0% Bursts of fire while widening (variable burst) [Weapon 15] 61 Breach 18673 91.6 6.4 2.8 34 13831.7 6.0% Explosion fire while
expanding (variable burst) +50% Damage to body [Weapon 16] OP8 Soft 2284 6.4 2.8 34 Explosion fire while widening [Weapon 17] ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ 250px ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ^ ^ Pages with broken file links Element variants The community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Borderlands 2 Loot and Weapons I've always loved the good
old Scorpion... especially with the right parts and aa... It's like an assault sniper: and it can be deadly in the right hand/cicumstances. But me and others have always assumed that a good Purple Dahl Minigun shooting 9 rounds per burst (vs. 6-7 per Scorpion burst) will hurt a Scorpion. I went to the range with almost identical parts Deep Scorpio and Deep
Minigun and these images lie?? Is there anything that happens with the Red Text of the Scorpion that we don't understand? Or the Scorpion with Ar? The Minigun is only recording 3 hits, but these could be stacked hits logging simultaneously because the FR is so fast in the explosion, and 9 divided by 3 = 3 ... so this kind of makes sense. And Scorpio is
recording 5 hits, with one obviously a stacked hit, so 6 hits in total. But if you add the numbers: Scorpio = 38,040K Mingun = 24.771K This is a big difference. What the hell is going on here?? 2 Likes The Scorpion has a changing burst every time it shoots. 1 How interesting ... In fact, I gave my Scorpio a two-level buff op to put it on par with my other Dahl
assault rifles. Out in the lab! 1 Just as the top gear may need to change 1 As rashardcloud: The scorpion has a changing burst every time it is fired. Most of the time 5-6 shots... sometimes 7, but even 5 would hurt the Minigun if I read the correct numbers ... And this with the deep prefix and the Vladof grip that makes the burst really fast and tight. 1 As Hey
john I'm loving all these test threads keep coming. Also maybe compare saying the little evie to a normal umbrage 1 like Little Evie to Shock Umbrage??? What parts??? And for this probably not farm as it might take forever... you will have to resort to software to manufacture ... Although I'm not going to keep anything they manufacture, since it just doesn't
seem sporty... But for science... I'll bend a little ... LOL 2 I would like to say likely mailwan grip and powerful prefix (damage). It doesn't matter how you get them in my eyes. 1 Just like when you announce ads, the game reads the item's card as having an x3 multiplier, but doesn't initially show it as when you shoot your hip that you don't shoot 3 bullets per
trigger pull. The same goes for the Fibber shotgun as x1 says on the card, and fires 7 rounds per trigger shot, but the amp is still divided by 7. So while ADSing with the Minigun the amp is divided by 3. So with and only with the aa other Dahl rifles do it that the Minigun, but all the other scenarios that the Minigun still wins. At least that's what I picked up from
my test. 2 I like What is the listing damage (or the base damage of a body shot with a single round)? edit – more tests confirms @khimerakiller results of the week with amp shields, but don't think you're using those in this test? 1 How to expect were any of these questions for me? But he does have the aa like that. Johnrr6: Is there anything that happens with
the red text of the scorpion that we don't understand? Or the Scorpion with Ar? You can see it in your screenshot as well. 1 As Ok. Nice captures, by the way; I would never have guessed that the minigun bursts shared the tie of the amp. 1 How ok... Kinda confirms my uneducated belief that the Scorpion is pretty good... with ant... And this tight shooting
pattern and FR does it like a Skulsmasher... can only be elementary... with a huge pool of ammunition and red text helps. I ran the Beatdown with it a few times... to OP8 to confirm. If you are good with screams and have decent stop tactics because your shield stays up... and it looks better with a bad chaotic Mod. You can literally sit back and pick up
enemies in the range until the cows come home. And it's an easy search gun to get... semi easy to grow for the right parts 1 As Adabiviak: Ok. Nice catches, by the way; I would never have guessed that the minigun bursts shared the tie of the amp. Yes... and kind of changes my belief about how valuable a minigun is because I would just really consider
using it with an aeras. 1 As thank you for the information – the Scorpion is one of the weapons I've never found a use for – in my new play through I could give you more than just a look... 1 How I'm going to raise the question It deserves a first-team spot not looking for a big debate 1 How my vote is no. The only time it's worth using is mobbing with the aa.
And I may be biased, but 95% of the time you shouldn't use the aa while mobbing. 1 I like it fair enough that I don't really want to edit much more, but I'll do it if I need to. 2 I like that I say no too. It's good, but even rather niche as KK says. But do we want to leave the mini gun? I mean split the amp damage into it really kind of hinders it. At lower levels it's
probably pretty good, but from 61 on I don't think anyone will use it even for Mobbing. 1 As with scum/matching items/screams that kills fast isn't sure in body shots you should go get one to try. 1 Like the next page → FlagView Story Say No in Pain: He is no more, but live in appreciation that he was. The Scorpion is a unique Dahl assault rifle, received from
Mordecai at the end of the Bearer of Bad News mission. The Scorpion is a precise rifle with a midleven magazine and decent recharging speed. It supports burst fire when enlarged. Origin: Base &amp;&; Drop rates: Mayhem 4+ Articles only fall while Mayhem 4 or higher is active. All Mayhem 4+ items have a small chance of falling off some of the bosses in
the withdrawal of Maliwan.Mayhem 6+ Weapons can only fall while Mayhem 6 or higher is active. All 6+ Weapons have a small chance of falling off some of the bosses in the Guardian retreat. Unavailable items were temporarily available during a seasonal event. They could come back. Items measured with data cannot be obtained using legitimate
methods. They can only be obtained using bugs or the Cheat Engine on the PC. World Drops are items that fall from any suitable loot source in addition to their other sources. World Drops are items that fall from any suitable loot source in addition to their other sources. Base Game World Drops are elements that fall from any suitable loot source, within the
DLC Base Game, in addition to its other sources. Proper loot sources: Most enemies: bosses, badass or non-bad enemies, ... Red chests, lockers, garbage containers, cardboard boxes, garbage/skag/... StacksSlot MachinesAll enemies: bosses, crew challenges, generic enemies, ... All kinds of chest vending machinesSlot MachinesAviating all enemies:
heads, crew challenges, generic enemies, ... All kinds of ChestsIn Borderlands 3 Quest Reward Items are rewarded after or during a search. After completing the search there are 2 ways to grow base game elements: Eridian FabricorOn the Legendary baking mode, the Eridian manufacturer occasionally drops game-based reward items. Crazy Earl's Veteran
Rewards machine in Sanctuary has a base game search reward item as the item of the day. Quest Reward Items in Borderlands 2 can be grown on PC by reading-only farming. How to read-only farm: go to the place where you deliver in search. Save the game to change your rank of Badass on/off. Then go to the file explorer on your computer. Go to the file
path:C:\Users\NAME\Documents\My Games\Borderlands 2\WillowGame\SaveDataGo in your newest save file (.sav) and:right-click → propertiesUnder General check the Read only box. Back in the game and hand in pursuit. Go out to the main menu, and then return to the game. Now you will be able to deliver in search again. Tip: Store items in Claptrap's
Secret Stash.This way you can get search reward items multiple times because they are stored in a different SaveFile.Quest Items are items that are only used during a search. They adapt to your level. After the search is complete, the item is removed from the inventory. If you want to keep the item you can't finish the search. Quest Items are items that are
only used during a search. They adapt to the level of the player. After the search is complete, the item is removed from the inventory. The elements of the base game can be grown ways, even after the search is over: Eridian Fabricor: In legendary feature mode, the Eridian manufacturer occasionally drops search reward items. Crazy Earl's Veteran Rewards
machine in Sanctuary has a search for rewards as the item of the day. Dedicated droplets are elements that can only be grown in one or rarely more sources than assigned to them. Crew Challenge Rewards is sent to you when you reach a certain % of this challenge. Items of external origin will be sent to you for out-of-game activities or purchases. This
article can be purchased at seraph vendor on the DLC Base Game. If the desired item is not for sale, reload it and try again. Seraph Vendors sell equipment in exchange for Seraph Crystals which can be obtained by killing Seraph Guardians (Invincible Chiefs). Torgue vending machines can be found throughout Mr Torgue's DLC Butcher's Campaign. The
entire team can be purchased with Torgue tokens that can be obtained throughout the campaign. Legendary Gear may appear as Item of the Day. Again.
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